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Abstract
Akin to electron spin, the valley has become another highly valued degree of freedom inmodern
electronics, specifically after tremendous studies onmonolayers of group-IVmaterials, i.e. graphene,
silicene, germanene and stanene. Except for graphene, the other heavy group-IVmonolayers have
observable intrinsic spin–orbit interactions due to their buckled structures. Distinct from the usual
electric or optical control of valley and spin, we here employ a temperature difference to drive electron
motion in ferromagnetic heavy group-IVmonolayers via designing a caloritronic device locally
modulated by an interlayer electric (Ez)field. A unique valley–spin Seebeck (VSS) effect is discovered,
with the current contributed only by one (the other) valley and one (the other) spinmoving along one
(the opposite) direction. This effect is suggested to be detected below the critical temperature about
18K for silicene, 200K for germanene and 400K for stanene, arising from the characteristic valley–
spin nondegenerate band structures tuned by the Ezfield, but cannot be driven in graphenewithout
spin–orbit interaction. Above the critical temperature, theVSS effect is broken by overlarge
temperature broadening. Besides the temperature, it is also found that theEzfield can drive a transition
between theVSS effect and the normal spin Seebeck effect. Further calculations indicate that theVSS
effect is robust againstmany realistic perturbations. Our research represents a conceptually but
substantiallymajor step towards the study of the Seebeck effect. Thesefindings provide a platform for
encoding information simultaneously by the valley and spin quantumnumbers of electrons in future
thermal-logic circuits and energy-saving devices.

1. Introduction

The study ofDirac electrons, as inspired by the rise of graphene since its fabrication in 2004, hasmade fruitful
achievements in themost recent decade [1–5]. Particularly, two-dimensional (2D) heavy group-IVmaterials as
graphene-likematerials, including silicene, germanene and stanene, have attracted considerable research in the
lastfive years owing to their controllable Dirac nature [6–14]. Distinct from graphene, electrons in the other 2D
heavy group-IVmonolayers have an observable intrinsic spin–orbit interaction because of their buckled
structures [9–11, 15]. Significantly, the low-energyDirac electrons in thesematerials can feelmultiple degrees of
freedom, involving charge, spin, valley and sublattice-pseudospin. Here, the ‘valley’ benefits from the fact that
theDirac electrons locate around two inequivalent points in the first Brillouin region. Up to now,many spin–
valley related phenomena have been explored theoretically in heavy group-IVmonolayers, such as the high-
temperature quantum spinHall effect [6], valley-polarized quantumanomalousHall effect [11], topological
superconducting effect [13], spin–valley filtering effect [16–18] and bipolar spin–valley diode effect [19]. Any of
these predictions, if verified in experiment, can provide giant opportunities not only for the development of
physics andmaterial science but also for future technology applications.

To control the valley and spin in 2DDiracmaterials, people usually adopt electric and opticalmethods to
obtain valley-polarized or spin-polarized detectable effects [20–28], whereas only limitedwork has utilized the
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temperature difference to understand the valley Seebeck effect [29, 30] or spin Seebeck effect [31–34], which can
explore the possibility of directly converting heat into electrical power. Phenomenologically, the valley (spin)
Seebeck effect indicates currents from two different valleys (spins)flowing in opposite directions.
Experimentally, based on themagnon-driven or phonon-draggedmechanisms [35–38], great progress has
recently beenmade in detecting the spin Seebeck effect, inmagneticmaterials NiFe [39], GaMnAs [40],
LaY3Fe5O12 [41] andMnF2 [42] aswell as non-magneticmetal InSb [43].With attention to the recent valley–
spin related experiments in graphene [44–47], there is reason to believe that the valley Seebeck effect or spin
Seebeck effect should also be observed in 2Dheavy group-IVmaterials.

In spite ofmany previous findings related to spin and valley, we notice that no one has ever provedwhether
the spin Seebeck effect and valley Seebeck effect could coexist in a real condensed-matter system. By studying the
temperature-driven valley–spin transport in a designed ferromagnetic device locallymodulated by an interlayer
electric (Ez)field, we here discover a unique phenomenonwe call the valley–spin Seebeck (VSS) effect, for which
the current is contributed only by one (the other) valley and one (the other) spinmoving along one (the
opposite) direction. This effect surely reflects the coexistence of the spin Seebeck effect and valley Seebeck effect,
and is suggested to be detected below the critical temperature 18K for silicene, 200K for germanene and 400K
for stanene, attributed to the specific valley–spin nondegenerate band structures, but cannot be driven in
graphenewithout spin–orbit interaction. Above the critical temperature, theVSS effect disappears because of
overlarge source-temperature broadening, independent of temperature difference. Besides the temperature, the
VSS effect can also be turned on and off by theEzfield. It is further demonstrated that theVSS effect is robust
againstmany realistic perturbations. Our findings pave theway for 2Dheavy group-IVmaterials applied in
future thermal-logic circuits and energy-saving devices.

2.Design principle for the valley–spin Seebeck effect

For any temperature-driven caloritronic device, two heat reservoirs are requisite: one is a high-temperature
source (S), the other is a low-temperature drain (D).We here use ( )TS D to describe the temperature of S (D).We
define the direction of the current fromS toD as positive. Because electrons in heavy group-IVmonolayers have
valley and spin degrees of freedom, the current should be valley–spin dependent. Belowwe use h ( )s to denote
the valley (spin) index. According to the generalized Laudauer–Büttiker approach [18, 29–32], the current
driven by temperature difference = -T T TSD S D can be expressed as

ò e e e e= -h h
-¥

+¥
( ) ( )[ ( ) ( )] ( )I T T

e

h
f T f T, d , , , 1s s
S DS D S D

where = - ´ -e 1.6 10 19 C is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant, ( )fS D denotes the Fermi–Dirac
distribution function and satisfies e e e= - +( ) [ ( ) ]( ) ( ) ( )f T k T, 1 exp 1BS D S D F S D .  h

s represents the number
of valley–spin dependent transmissionmodes, depending on the detailed device structure. Because silicene,
germanene and stanene are semiconductors with small spin–orbit band gaps less than 0.2eV, the temperature
primarily plays the role of exciting thermoelectrons here [31–33], different from that of excitingmagnons in
ferromagnetic insulators [41]. From the distribution difference -f fS D in equation (1), we judge that electrons
with energy higher than the Fermi energy eF flow fromS toDon account of - >f f 0S D , resulting in electron
current <h( )I 0e

s . Conversely, electronswith energy lower than eF flow fromD to S as a result of - <f f 0S D ,
leading to hole current >h( )I 0h

s . A specific case is that, if  h
s is symmetric about the Fermi energy, the electron

current and the hole current will cancel out each other, leading to no net current, i.e. = + =h h h( ) ( )I I I 0s
e

s
h

s .
This happens in undoped pristine graphene and its derivatives with electron–hole symmetry.

To create electron–hole asymmetry near the Fermi energy it is a necessary condition to generate nonzero
current, but needs to far from enough to effectively drive theVSS effect in heavy group-IVmonolayers. Based on
band theory, we conclude that the detailed formof  h

s in equation (1) depends on the band-to-band tunneling
mechanism, and dictates whether the valley or spin Seebeck effect happens. On the one hand, to drive the
normal spin Seebeck (NSS) effect, the transmission should be electron-dominated for one spin but hole-
dominated for the other spin. This requires that the band structure near the Fermi energymust be
nondegenerate for two spins besides electron–hole asymmetry. This is relatively easy to realize in the
ferromagnetic state of semiconductors [10, 19, 31]. On the other hand, to generate the valley Seebeck effect, one
must ensure that the transmission near the Fermi energy is electron-dominated for one valley but hole-
dominated for the other valley [29, 30]. This condition cannot be satisfied in a sample of silicene, germanene or
stanene only in the presence of the Ezfield, although the band structure is both valley-polarized and spin-
polarized [10]. Conceivably, to realize theVSS effect, the transmission should be electron-dominated for one
spin in one valley but hole-dominated for the other spin in the other valley. In this case, theremight exist a
particular energy region, insidewhich one valley is insulating for two spins but the other valley is conductive for
only one spin. Luckily, we notice that, for heavy group-IVmonolayers, the coexistence of ferromagnetic field
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andEzfield could satisfy this criterion [29]. Additionally, to observe theVSS effect, the energy broadening
induced by the source temperature cannot exceed the particular insulating region for two spins, or otherwise the
deep-energy bands outside the band gap can break the transport feature of theVSS effect.

Here, we need tomake clear how to obtain the transmissionmodes  h
s in equation (1). For simplicity, the

reduced Planck constantÿ is set as 1, and the Fermi velocity uF ( ´5.5 105 ms−1 for silicene, ´4.6 105 ms−1

for germanene, ´4.9 105 ms−1 for stanene [10, 15]) is set as 1. For a sample of widthW, the total transmission
modes are generally obtained by [19, 29]

 òe
l

f e f f=h

p

h( ) ( ) ( )N
k

Td , cos , 2s s
0

0

2

where k,f are themodulus and angle of thewave-vector, p l= ( )N W20 represents the reduced constant with
the dimension of density of states, and e fh ( )T ,s describes the angle-dependent transmission for eachmode.
Then the spin–valley dependent current is calculated from equation (1) as
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where the constant = - >I N e h 00 0 is used as the reduced value of hI
s.

3. Realization of the valley–spin Seebeck effect

At the top offigure 1(a), we showour proposed caloritronic field effect transistor device, including S, D andG
(the central gate region controlled by an Ezfield). A ferromagnetic fieldwith strengthM is uniformly applied in
thewhole sample. Frompreviousfirst-principles calculations, it is known that the low-energy electrons in heavy
group-IVmonolayers can be described by an effectiveHamiltonianwhich reads

ht t= +( )H k kx x y y0  hlt s+ z z [20–23], whereλ (3.9 meV for silicene, 43 meV for germanene, 100 meV for
stanene) represents the spin–orbit coupling, h = + -( ) labels valley ¢( )K K , and ti, si ( =i x y z, , ) describe the
Paulimatrices of sublattice pseudospin and electron real-spin respectively. AlthoughRashba-type spin–orbit
couplings as perturbations in these heavy group-IVmonolayers exist in principle, they play little role even under
externalfields in studying the band structures and transport properties [6, 10]. Thus the low-energy effective
Hamiltonian here can be expressed as

s t= + - ℓ ( ) ( )H H M E Q x , 4z z z0

where the second term indicates the ferromagnetic field, the third term represents the Ezfieldwith
= Q - Q -( ) ( ) ( )Q x x x L . Herein,Q( )x is theHeaviside function, andℓ denotes the interlayer distance. After

matrix diagonalization, the energy bands are solved as

e a hl= + + -ℓ( ) [ ( ) ] ( )k sM k E Q x s , 5z
2 2

The energies at valleys ¢K K, (k = 0) read  a hl= + -a
h ℓ∣ ( ) ∣sM E Q x ss

z
, . In regions S andD, it is found that

the transport-forbidden regions for spin-up and spin-down electronic states read, respectively,
l l- + +( )M M, and l l- - -( )M M, , identical for two different valleys. In regionG, the valley

degeneracy is destroyed by locally applying ℓEz , and the band gap regions for spin-up and spin-down bands are
obtained, respectively, as l hl l hl- - + -ℓ ℓ( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)E E,z zF F and l hl l hl- - + - + +ℓ ℓ( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)E E,z zF F .
Themutual insulating region for two spins is l hl l hl- - - + +ℓ ℓ( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)E E,z zF F if it exists. The energy
bands for S,D andG, at l=ℓE 2z and e = 0F , are shown at the bottomoffigure 1(a). There are two factors that
lead to the forbidden transmission: (i) spin–valley dependent band gaps provided by S, D andG, (ii) spin
mismatch between S,D andG. The shaded regions Èl l-( ) ( )2 , 0 0, 2 are just themutual insulating regions
for two spins to drive theVSS effect, and the bands in regionG are electron-dominated for one spin in one valley
but hole-dominated for the other spin in the other valley.

To obtain information on hI
s, it is still needed to solve hT s in equation (3). Based on quantummechanics, we

derive the transmission amplitude bymatching thewave functions at the interfaces =x L0, as

f
bb f q
b b q b q

=
¢ + ¢

+ ¢ ¢ + ¢ ¢h

k hq

hf

-

-
( )

[ ( ) ]
[ ( ) ]

( )t
q L

F q L iF

2 e cos sin e i cos

sin e i cos cos
, 6s

L
x

x

i i

i

where b e hl= + -( )s sM k, b e hl¢ = + - - ℓ( )s sM E qz , k q f= -q kcos cos ,
q p f= - ( )k qarcsin sin . Thewave-vectormodulus in regions S, D andG are obtained respectively as

e l= - -( )k sM 2 2 , e hl= - - -ℓ( ) ( )q sM E sz
2 2 . The angular dependent functions F, ¢F are

obtained as b b b b= + ¢ ¢ = - ¢hf hq f q- - ¢ - ¢F Fe e , e e ,i i i i where f hf q¢ = - qL cos and q hq q¢ = - qL cos .
The transmission coefficient in equation (1) is then given by
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e f f=h h( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )T t, . 7s s 2

Note that, for uniformity, the parameters l=M and L=50nmare used below to carry out the calculations
and plotfigures without special instructions.

Infigures 1(b)–(d), we plot the current hI
s versus the source temperatureTS for silicene, germanene and

stanene, respectively, at l=ℓE 2z . The temperature difference isfixed at =T 20SD K, except for the inset in
figure 1(b)where =T 3SD K. Twodifferent phases are found, one ismarked as I-VSS and the other ismarked as
II-NSS. It can be seen that theVSS effect can be observed below the critical temperature 18K for silicene, 200K
for germanene and 400K for stanene. The increasing critical temperature from silicene to stanene is consistent
with the increasing spin–orbit interaction. The critical temperatureTc could be approximately determined by

l= =k T M5 2 2cB , where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Above the critical temperature, theNSS effect is
detectable. As is known, the index-change relationship of the Fermi–Dirac distribution function determines that
only electronic states near the Fermi energy could contribute to the current. Consequently, the
thermodynamical transition fromVSS phase toNSS phase is attributed to the fact that, only if the energy
broadening k T5 SB induced by the source temperature does not exceed the gap size l2 , high-energy subbands
cannot break the transport feature of theVSS effect. For the phase I-VSS, it is seen that only spin-up (down)
states from valley ¢( )K K contribute to the positive (negative) current, in agreement with the band structures in
figure 1(a), where hole (electron) states contributemost to 

¢
( )I IK K . AsTS increases, the hole-dominated current

¢
IK and the electron-dominated current IK becomenonzero due to enhanced temperature broadening. AsTS

becomesmuch larger than 400K, all the values of h∣ ∣I s infigures 1(c) and (d) tend to stabilize due to convergence
of the integral in equation (3), just as calculated infigure 1(b).

Infigure 2, we plot the curves of the current hI
s versus the temperature difference TSD for silicene (left),

germanene (middle) and stanene (right), respectively, at l=ℓE 2z . The source temperature is fixed at =T 340S

K, except for the inset in silicenewhere =T 15S K. It is easy to understand that, under the condition of T 0SD ,

Figure 1. (a)Top: overhead view of our proposed caloritronic FETdevice, where the valley–spin Seebeck (VSS) effect is illustrated. The
device is constructed from the left source (S)with higher temperature TS, the right drain (D)with lower temperature TD, and the
central gate region (G)where theEzfield can be tuned by dual gates. Bottom: band-matchingmechanism for theVSS effect at

l=ℓE 2z . The shaded regions indicate themutual transport gaps for two spins. (b)–(d)Current hT s versus TS for silicene, germanene
and stanene, respectively, at l=ℓE 2z . Two different phases are denoted, including phase I-VSS and phase II-NSS (normal spin
Seebeck effect). The temperature difference isfixed at =T 20SD K, except for the inset infigure (b)where =T 3SD K.
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the driving force tends to zero and thus all the currents hI
s tend to zero. Owing to T TS SD, except for the inset in

figure 2(a), the nonzero hI
s curves basically increase linearly asTSD increases. Also, such linear relationships can

be judged from equation (3), where hI
s under  T T TLR S D could be expressed as

ò
e

e e l- -
+h h e


⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )( )I I

T

T kN
sM d

1

e 1
. 8s LR s

k T0
S 0

2 2
B S

In the low-TS case, the linear relationships disappear although the curves h ( )I Ts
SD varymonotonically, as seen

from the inset infigure 2(a). In comparisonwith figures 1(b)–(d),TS and ℓEz here do not change, and hencewe
have reason to conclude that the presence of theVSS effect is basically independent ofTSD, because no new phase
is induced by increasing TSD. For germanene, theVSS effect could also be detected ifTS isfixed at a small value
less than the critical temperature 200K, just as shown by the inset infigure 2(a).

Infigure 3, we further show the reduced current hI Is
0 as a function of the electric field ℓEz for silicene (top),

germanene (middle) and stanene (bottom). The temperature conditions read =T 340S K, =T 40SD K, except
for the left-panel inset where =T 15S K, =T 5SD K.Themain result here is that theVSS andNSS effects could be
switched to each other by tuning the Ezfield. To understand this phenomenon, we need to analyze the variation
of band structures in regionG induced by theEzfield. As ℓEz varies, themutual insulating region for two spins
l hl l hl- - - + +ℓ ℓ( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)E E,z zF F changes. The energy scale of this region is

hl hl lD = + + - -ℓ ℓ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣E E E 2z z F.We find theVSS effect can happen onlywhenD >E k T5 B S is
approximately satisfied. It can be checked that the critical ℓ∣ ∣Ez -values, determined byD =E k T5 B S, are
approximately l  k T3.5 5 150B S meV for germanene and l = k T1.5 5 150B S meV for stanene at

=T 340S K, and l  k T1.5 5 6B S meV for silienece at =T 15S K. If theEzfield becomes large enough, all the
currents of hI

s are turned ‘off’ because no electronic states near the Fermi energy can be excited due to the large
band gap. Thus, to realize theVSS effect, ℓEz should be neither too small nor too large. All these analyses agree
well with the numerical curves, where theVSS effect is valid under l l< <ℓ∣ ∣E3 4.5z for germanene and

l l< <ℓ∣ ∣E1.5 3z for stanene at =T 340S K, but l l< <ℓ∣ ∣E1.5 2.5z for silicene at =T 15S K. In addition,
the symmetry of the systemdecides the relation = -h h-ℓ ℓ( ) ( )I E I Es

z
s

z . Physically, by changing the sign of ℓEz

(inverse electric field), the band structures between valleyK and ¢K can be exchanged. Specifically at =ℓE 0z , hI
s

and h-I s cross due to the valley degeneracy.
Nowonemaywonder whether inelastic scattering at higher temperatures affects our ballistic results in

figures 1–3. It is true that electron–phonon interactions should be enhanced as temperature increases due to
more excited phononmodes, and thus electronmobility naturally decreases. For electron–phonon scattering,
we divide it into two types: intravalley scattering and intervalley scattering. For intravalley scattering, increasing
temperature cannot drive the jump between different states labeled by different valley–spin indexes due to the
absence of the spin–valley flippingmechanism, but only reduces themagnitude of hI

s. This indicates that the
qualitative conclusions in the ballistic regime remain the same. For intervalley scattering, recent first-principles
calculations have demonstrated that only electronswith energymore than several tens ofmeVor larger in
silicene and germanene could feel this scattering induced by the stronger electron–phonon coupling [48], even

Figure 2.Reduced current hI Is
0 versus temperature differenceTSD for silicene (left), germanene (middle) and stanene (right). The

parameters arefixed at =T 340S K, l=ℓE 2z , while TS isfixed at 15K in the left-panel inset.
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near room temperature. Consequently, it is reasonable to believe that inelastic scattering has little effect on the
detectable properties of theVSS effect in our considered range of temperatures.

Additionally, note that the net current contributed by spin-up and spin-down electrons alwaysflows in
opposite directions (pure spin current) infigures 1–3 and indeed the spin polarizability is 100%, benefiting from
the completely spin-polarized subbands near the Fermi energy (see figure 1(a)). Thus it is not necessary to define
the degree of spin polarization here. Nevertheless, one can notice that theNSS infigure 2(b) for gemanene is
different from that infigure 2(a) for silicene, resulting fromdifferent degrees of valley polarization rv. Further
considering that the total current contributed by two opposite directions is always zero infigures 1–3 due to
symmetry, it is difficult to define an overall effective rv for bidirectional transport, but one can still treat rv
separately for positive and negative currents via a definition r = å - åh h¢( )I I Iv s K

s
K
s

s
s

, , where all the possible

currents hI
s are either nonnegative (positive transport) or nonpositive (negative transport). For II-NSS in

figure 2(a), r  0v for both positive and negative currents, while r ∣ ∣ 70%v for II-NSS infigure 2(b). Distinct
from II-NSS, itmust satisfy r ∣ ∣ 100%v in both directions for I-VSS. To distinguish the boundary between
I-VSS and II-NSS infigures 1–3more strictly, we here use a relatively accurate approximation that if the current
component hI

s is less than 5%of the total current, one can ignore this component.

Figure 3.Reduced current hI Is
0 versus the electric-field parameter ℓEz for silicene (top), germanene (middle) and stanene (bottom).

The parameters are chosen at =T 340S K, =T 40SD K except for the silicene inset, where =T 15S K, =T 5SD K.
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4. Robustness of the valley–spin Seebeck effect

Sincewe have obtained information for how to realize theVSS effect in silicene, germanene and stanene, it is still
necessary to discuss the robustness of theVSS effect in some real complex experimental conditions. Below,we
take stanene for instance and study the influence of the ferromagnetic field and the Fermi energy on theVSS
effect near room temperature. Thefixed parameters read =T 340S K, =T 40SD K, l=ℓE 2z . Note that the
conclusions for stanene here are universally valid for germanene and silicene under lowerTS.

Firstly, we show the influence of ferromagnetic fieldM on theVSS effect infigure 4(a). Our results indicate
that theVSS effect is always robust at  lM . This result depends on such a fact that the ferromagnetic field does
not essentially change the electron–hole asymmetry infigure 1(a) in spite of band variations. Further considering
that the ferromagnetic field has been successfully introduced in graphene by the proximity effect of the
ferromagnetic insulating substrate [49], it is reasonable to believe that the ferromagnetic field could also be
applied in silicene, germanene and stanene. In this sense, one can easily observe theVSS effect in a large range of
M-strength. In addition, provably, the length L of regionGdoes also not change the realization of theVSS effect.

Secondly, we consider a stanene sample that is uniformly doped e ¹( )0F for both S, D andG. It is verified
that theVSS effect is robust under e l<∣ ∣ 0.5F , beyondwhich phase III-NSP (normal spin polarized current)
withweak spin–valley polarizatonworks. Due to the specific valley–spin symmetry for the band structures in
figure 1(a), e e= - -h h-

-( ) ( )I Is s
F F is always valid here. Thismeanswe only need to analyze the curves when eF has

positive values. By changing eF, the band structures remain the samewhile the electron–hole asymmetry varies.
Themagnitude of hI

s is determined by the degree of asymmetry: the stronger the electron–hole asymmetry, the

larger the current is. As eF increases from0 to l2 , the current IK first decreases to zero then changes its sign

because the electron–hole asymmetry about eF first decreases (hole-dominated, >I 0K ) then increases
(electron-dominated, <I 0K ), as expected fromfigure 1(a); IK can also be turned on as the temperature

broadening exceeds the corresponding valley–spin conduction band (electron-dominated, <I 0K ); ¢
IK

(electron-dominated, <¢
I 0K ) is turned onwhen the temperature broadening is larger than the corresponding

transport gap; the current ¢
IK is always electron-dominated (see figure 1(a)), and thus <¢

I 0K . As a result, the
NSP phase happens as eF increases.

Thirdly, we further consider the robustness of theVSS effect on the Fermi energy e¢F in regionG for a sample
that is undoped e =( )0F in regions S andD infigure 4(c). It is found that theVSS effect is robust at e l¢ <∣ ∣ 0.5F ,
beyondwhich phases II-NSS and IV-NSF (normal spin-filtering phase) can be gradually observed as e¢∣ ∣F

increases. Different frombidirectional current in the Seebeck effect, theNSF phase only supports unidirectional
current. Depending on the system symmetry, e e¢ = - - ¢h h-

-( ) ( )I Is s
F F always holds, and thuswe only need to

analyze the curves when e¢F has positive values. By changing e¢F, the band structures in regionGdo not change
while the electron–hole asymmetry varies, just as demonstrated in figure 4(b). As e¢F increases from0 to l2 , IK

(hole-dominated, >I 0K ) gradually tends to zero because the corresponding transport gap increases; when
e l¢ > 0.5F , IK (electron-dominated, <I 0K , as seen from figure 1(a)) could be turned on; ¢

IK is always turned

Figure 4.Robustness of the VSS effect in realistic conditions for stanene at =T 340S K, =T 40SD K, l=ℓE 2z . (a)Reduced current
hI Is

0 versus the ferromagnetic fieldM. (b)Reduced current hI Is
0 versus the Fermi energy EF, which is uniform for thewhole silicene

sample. NSP denotes the normal spin polarized phase III. (c)Reduced current hI Is
0 versus the Fermi energy ¢EF in regionGwhile the

Fermi energy in regions S andD reads =E 0F . NSF denotes the normal spinfiltering phase IV.
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off because k T5 SB cannot overreach the corresponding transport-gap region; ¢
IK (electron-dominated, <¢

I 0K )
decreases because the transport gap keeps away from the Fermi energy. No surprise is that theNSS phase can
occur. At e< ¢ <1.3 2F , only spin-up states dominated by electrons from two valleys contribute to the current

<h h
  ( )I I0, 0 , and thus theNSF effect is observed.
Lastly, we discuss the influence of some complex conditions on theVSS effect. Firstly, in terms of band

changes, the Rashba interactions do not change the valley–spin dependent band gap although there is spin
splitting outside the valley points [13–17]. Actually, for silicene, germanene and stanene, the spin splitting
induced byRashba perturbations plays little role in affecting the spin–valley transport, as proved by previous
first-principles calculations [10]. Secondly, note that our concernedVSS effect is based on bulk states of the
materials but not edge states [47] and thus could be detected in experimentsmore easily due to the stronger
signal, although this VSS effect has some common transport features to valley-polarized quantum spinHall edge
states [28]. Thirdly, a real sample of heavy group-IVmonolayers also inevitably contains atomic defects in the
bulk, such as bits of vacancies [12, 49], which induce variations of supercell bands. To realize theVSS effect, the
defect ratio cannot exceed 8%, otherwise theVSS effect is broken by defect states that contribute to the current
[50]. Fourthly, to avoid intervalley scattering, local gates are suggested to deplete edge carriers and form gate-
defined sample edges, nearwhich the variations of edge potential do not change the delectability of theVSS effect
owing to the negligible proportion of edge atoms [19]. In short, although there has been little experimental study
about the temperature-driven electronmotion in heavy group-IVmonolayers so far, we still have sufficient
reason to believe that theVSS effect discussed here is detectable by developing the latest experimental detection
techniques on valley or spin in graphene [44–47]. To be sure, our results here advance our previouswork about
the realization ofNSS or valley Seebeck effects as well as confirm the rough prediction of the coexistence of these
two effects [51].

5. Conclusion

In summary, based onmonolayers of heavy group-IVmaterials, we have designed a caloritronic device locally
modulated by an interlayer electric field to realize a unique valley–spin Seebeck (VSS) effect, which supports
bidirectional transport with each net current direction locked by both valley and spin. Associatedwith the
strength of the spin–orbit band gap, such aVSS effect is suggested to be detectable using current experimental
technology below the critical temperature 18K for silicene, 200K for germanene and 400K for stanene, arising
from the specific valley–spin band structures.We have also found that above the critical temperature, theVSS
effectmay be broken by overlarge temperature broadening, basically independent of temperature difference.
Besides the temperature, the local electric field can also drive a transition between theVSS andnormal spin
Seepbeck effects by tuning the band structures. Furthermore, we have proved that theVSS effect found here is
robust againstmany realistic perturbations. Thesefindings provide new insights to apply two-dimensional
heavy group-IVmaterials in future information procession (encoding information simultaneously by valley and
spin) in thermal logic circuits and low-dissipation devices.
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